Welcome & registration – Opening of the poster exhibition (8:00 to 8:30)

Opening of the Forum with a High Level Segment (8:30 to 11:00)

- Welcome address by Mr. RYSZARD ZARUDZKI, Under Secretary of State of the Minister of agriculture, Poland, Prof. Dr. hab. Ryszard KOZIOLEK, Vice-Rector of the University of Silesia and Dr. Ibrahim MAYAKI - President of the Forum (15 min)
- Inspirational speech by Dr. Deborah BOSSIO, Lead Scientist of The Nature Conservancy (20 min)
- VIP’s speeches (list to be confirmed)
  - Mr. Michael CREED, Irish Minister of Agriculture (TBC)
  - Mr. Samir TAÏEB, Ministre de l’Agriculture, Ressources Hydrauliques et Pêche of Tunisia
  - Mr. Didier GUILLAUME, Ministre de l’Agriculture et de l’Alimentation of France (vidéo)
  - Mr. Luis Maria URRIZA, Under-Secretary for Agriculture of the Secretariat of State for the Agro-Industry of Argentina
  - Mrs. Naoko ISHII, CEO of the GEF
  - Mrs. Maria Helena SEMEDO, Deputy-Director General of FAO
  - Mr. Barron ORR, Lead Scientist UNCCD
  - Mr. Martien Van NIEUWKOOP, Director Agriculture Global Practice of World Bank
  - Mrs. Jenny KIM, from Global Green Growth Institute
  - Mr. Sandeep SENGUPTA, General Coordinator Climate Change - UICN
  - Mr. Michel EDDI, Président-Directeur Général of Cirad
  - Mrs. Maria-José MARQUES, Member of the Steering Committee of DesertNet International
  - Mrs. Jennifer CHANG, Vice-President of IFOAM-Organics International
  - Mr. Ricardo RALISCH, Founding Member of GCAN
  - Mr. Oscar SIMENTO, President of Agroforestry Association of Kenya
  - Mr. Bernard GIRAUD, Président du Fonds Livelihoods
  - Mr. Ashish DOMAH, Director SDG Company
  - Mr. Eric SOUBEIRAN, Global Nature, Human Rights & Water Cycle Director - Danone

Coffee break (11:00 to 11:15)

Meeting of the Forum (11:15 to 16:15)

- Adoption of the agenda (5 min)
- Approval of the report of the Forum n°2 – Bonn 16 November 2017 (10 min)
- Annual activity report 2017 & 2018 (25 min)
• Activity report of the Scientific and Technical Committee (20 min)
• CIRCASA progress report with 1st survey results (5 min)
• Presentation of the winners of the 2018 Future Policy Awards «Agroecology» by Mr. Rob van RIET, Climate Director of World Future Council (5 min)
• Presentation of the movie on the «4 per 1000» Initiative by Kiss the Ground (10 min)
• Thematic Workshops (90 min parallel sessions)
  1. **Soil organic carbon good management practices: innovation and scaling up**
     with presentations from Julien Demenois (CIRAD, Climate KIC) and a representative from Fazenda Da Toca and Rizoma, Brasil
  2. **Monitoring and Reporting of soil organic carbon for climate change mitigation and adaptation benefits at multiple levels**
     with presentations from Tim Tennigkeit (UNIQUE forestry and land use) and Eleanor Milne (Carbon Benefits Project)
  3. **Management of organic matter in an urban context and its link with rural areas**
     with presentations from Cornelia Rumpel (4 per 1000 Scientific and Technical Committee) and Benoît Salsac (WORMS a.b.s.l, Brussels)
  4. **Involvement of the private sector in the storage of soil organic carbon and offsetting emissions**
     with presentations from Eric Soubeiran (DANONE) and Marion Verles (Gold Standard)

**Lunch break** (14:00 to 15:00)
• Synthesis and Conclusions of the workshops (4 x [5 min + 7 min for Q&R] = 48 min)
• Conclusion of the Forum by Mr. Stéphane LE FOLL, Vice-Prsident (10 min)